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LINEAR BIJECTIONS ON VON NEUMANN FACTORS COMMUTING
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Dedicated to the memory of Professor James Jamison
ABSTRACT. We prove that a bijective linear transformation between
von Neumann factors which commutes with a λ-Aluthge transform
is necessarily a nonzero scalar multiple of an algebra *-isomorphism
in the case of algebras which are not of type I2. As for type I2 fac-
tors, i.e., in the particular case of the algebra of 2 by 2 complex matri-
ces, we also present a complete description of those transformations
which is a bit different. Namely, nonzero scalar multiples of algebra
*-antiisomorphisms perturbed by the negative of the trace functional
times the identity also show up.
1. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF THE MAIN RESULT
In this paper we present a description of bijective linear transforma-
tions between von Neumann factors which commutes with a so-called
λ-Aluthge transform. We prove that (with the exception of the case of
the algebra of 2 by 2 complex matrices) the only such linear transforma-
tions are the nonzero scalar multiples of algebra *-isomorphisms. Clearly,
our result can also be viewed as a new characterization of algebra *-
isomorphisms between such algebras. The problem of studying transfor-
mations which respect the Aluthge transform originates from a question
posed by Professor James Jamison. The first two authors dedicate the pa-
per to his memory with everlasting respect and sincere friendship.
Our approach to the solution of the problem is essentially based on
ideas from the theory of linear preservers. Our latest paper in this area is
[18]. As for general preservers, we refer to the volume [17] of the second
author and to the very recent volume [23] of Šemrl.
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Let H be a complex Hilbert space and denote by B(H) the algebra of
all bounded linear operators on H . For an operator A ∈ B(H) with polar
decomposition A =U |A| (U is a partial isometry with kerU = rng |A|⊥),
the Aluthge transform A˜ is defined by
A˜ = |A| 12 U |A| 12 ,
see the original source [2]. This operator transform is an important tool in
the study of hyponormal operators and still very active research is going
on concerning it. For demonstration we only refer to a few recent papers
[1] [5], [7], [16], [19], [24] and for important former results the reader can
consult e.g. [3], [4], [12], [14], [15], [25], [26].
In [20] Okubo introduced a more general notion called λ-Aluthge
transform which has later been studied also in detail. This is defined for
any 0<λ≤ 1 by
∆λ(A)= |A|λU |A|1−λ, A ∈B(H).
Clearly, for λ = 1/2 we obtain the usual Aluthge transform. As for the
case λ = 1, the operator ∆1(A) = |A|U is called the Duggal transform of
A ∈B(H) and is denoted by Aˆ.
The main result of the paper is the following.
Theorem 1. LetA ,B be von Neumann factors and 0< λ≤ 1 a given real
number. Assume φ :A →B is a bijective linear transformation.
1. IfA is not of type I2, then we have
(1) ∆λ(φ(A))=φ(∆λ(A)), A ∈A
if and only if there is an algebra *-isomorphism θ :A →B and a nonzero
scalar c ∈C such that
φ(A)= cθ(A), A ∈A .
2. If A is of type I2, thenB is also of type I2 and without loss of gener-
ality we can assume that they both coincide with the algebra of all 2 by 2
complex matrices. Then φ satisfies (1) if and only if it is either of the form
φ(A)= cV AV ∗, A ∈A
or of the form
φ(A)= c(V At V ∗− (Tr A)I ), A ∈A ,
where V is unitary, c is a nonzero scalar, t stands for the transpose and Tr
stands for the usual trace functional on matrices.
32. PROOF
This section is devoted to the proof of the main result. First observe
that for every algebra *-isomorphism θ :A →B we obtain the property
(1), i.e., θ commutes with the λ-Aluthge transform. Similarly, multiplica-
tion by a fixed nonzero scalar also has this property. Thus, as for the first
part of our main theorem, sufficiency is immediate, we need to prove
only the necessity. This will be done in several steps.
We begin with some auxiliary results. First we recall the notion of
quasinormality. The operator A ∈ B(H) is called quasinormal if it satis-
fies
A(A∗A)= (A∗A)A.
It is known (see, e.g., [10, Lemma 4.1]) that given an operator A ∈ B(H)
with polar decomposition A = U |A|, A is quasinormal if and only if
U |A| = |A|U .
The next lemma characterizes certain particularλ-Aluthge transforms.
Lemma 2. Let 0<λ≤ 1 and pick any A ∈B(H). We have ∆λ(A)= A if and
only if A is quasinormal. Moreover, ∆λ(A)= 0 holds if and only if A2 = 0.
Proof. Consider the polar decomposition A =U |A|. We have ∆λ(A)= A if
and only if
(2) (|A|λU −U |A|λ)|A|1−λ = 0.
If λ = 1, this is equivalent to |A|U −U |A| = 0. If λ < 1, then for ev-
ery x ∈ (rng |A|1−λ)⊥ = ker |A|1−λ = ker |A| = ker |A|λ = (rng |A|)⊥ we have
Ux = 0= |A|λx implying (|A|λU −U |A|λ)x = 0. Therefore, (2) holds if and
only if |A|λU −U |A|λ = 0 which is equivalent to the commutativity of U
and |A|. But as already mentioned above, this holds exactly when A is
quasinormal.
The equality ∆λ(A) = 0 is equivalent to |A|λU |A|1−λ = 0. Since on the
subspace (rng |A|1−λ)⊥ = (rng |A|)⊥ the partial isometry U vanishes, the
latter equality holds if and only if |A|λU = 0. This is equivalent to that the
subspace rngU = rng A is contained in ker |A|λ = ker |A| = ker A which
holds exactly when A2 = 0. 
The next lemma gives a characterization of normal operators among
quasinormal ones.
Lemma3. Assume A ∈B(H) is quasinormal. Then A is normal if and only
if A+λI is quasinormal for some nonzero scalar λ ∈C.
Proof. The necessity is obvious. For the sufficiency suppose that we have
a nonzero scalar λ ∈C such that
(A+λI )(A+λI )∗(A+λI )= (A+λI )∗(A+λI )(A+λI ).
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Performing the mutiplications and using the quasinormality of A, com-
parison of the two sides of the equality gives us that λ(A∗A + A A∗) =
2λA∗A and this implies that A is normal. 
The next proposition shows that, under certain conditions, bijective
linear transformations which preserve quasinormal elements also pre-
serve normal elements.
Proposition 4. Let H ,K be complex Hilbert spaces. Let A be any ∗-
subalgebra of B(H) containing the identity and, similarly, let B be any
∗-subalgebra of B(K ) containing the identity. Assume that B has trivial
center CI . Let φ : A →B be a bijective linear map which sends normal
elements to quasinormal elements. Then φ(I ) is a scalar multiple of the
identity and φ sends normal elements to normal elements.
Proof. We first prove that φ(I ) is a scalar multiple of the identity. Pick any
normal element N ofA . Then I + t N , I + i t N are normal for every t ∈R.
Consider the identities
(3) φ(I + t N )φ(I + t N )∗φ(I + t N )=φ(I + t N )∗φ(I + t N )φ(I + t N )
and
(4) φ(I + i t N )φ(I + i t N )∗φ(I + i t N )=φ(I + i t N )∗φ(I + i t N )φ(I + i t N ).
Using the linearity ofφ, computing and comparing the coefficients of the
variable t on both sides of the equalities (3) and (4), we have
φ(N )φ(I )∗φ(I )+φ(I )φ(N )∗φ(I )+φ(I )φ(I )∗φ(N )
=φ(N )∗φ(I )φ(I )+φ(I )∗φ(N )φ(I )+φ(I )∗φ(I )φ(N )
and
φ(N )φ(I )∗φ(I )−φ(I )φ(N )∗φ(I )+φ(I )φ(I )∗φ(N )
=−φ(N )∗φ(I )φ(I )+φ(I )∗φ(N )φ(I )+φ(I )∗φ(I )φ(N ).
Subtracting these two equalities we obtain
φ(I )φ(N )∗φ(I )=φ(N )∗φ(I )φ(I )
for every normal element N ofA . Since every element ofA is the linear
combination of self-adjoint ones, we have
φ(I )φ(X )∗φ(I )=φ(X )∗φ(I )φ(I ), X ∈A .
By the surjectivity of φ we deduce
φ(I )Tφ(I )= Tφ(I )φ(I ), T ∈B.
We claim that this implies that φ(I ) is a scalar multiple of the identity.
5To prove this, denote A = φ(I ). We know that A is quasinormal and
satisfies
(5) AT A = T A2
for every T ∈B. Substituting T A∗ into (5) we obtain AT A∗A = T A∗A2.
Using the quasinormality of A, we have T A∗A2 = T A A∗A and hence we
deduce AT A∗A = T A A∗A. It follows that (AT A∗−T A A∗)A = 0 and thus
AT A∗−T A A∗ vanishes on the range of A. Since it clearly vanishes also
on (rng A)⊥ = ker A∗, we obtain that AT A∗ = T A A∗ holds for every T ∈B.
The element AT A∗ is self-adjoint for any self-adjoint T , so it follows that
the same holds also for T A A∗. This implies that we have T A A∗ = A A∗T
for every self-adjoint T ∈B and hence for any element T ofB, too. This
gives us that the positive element A A∗ is in the center of B which im-
plies that A A∗ = cI holds for some positive scalar c ∈ R (observe that
A =φ(I ) 6= 0). Substituting A∗T into (5) we have cT A = A A∗T A = A∗T A2.
Multiplying by A∗ on the right we obtain c2T = c A∗T A. Multiplying
again, this time by A on the left, we deduce c2 AT = c2T A which implies
AT = T A. Since T ∈B is arbitrary, we have that A is in the center of B
and therefore φ(I ) is a nonzero scalar multiple of the identity.
To complete the proof assume that N ∈ A is normal. Then we have
that φ(N ) and φ(N )+φ(I ) = φ(N + I ) are quasinormal and by Lemma 3
we conclude that φ(N ) is normal. 
To the proof of our main result we need the following theorem which is
in fact a simple corollary of Theorem 4.1 in [6] (see also Section 7.2 in the
monograph [9]) that concerns normal-preserving linear maps on general
prime *-algebras.
Theorem 5. Let A , B be von Neumann factors and let φ : A →B be a
bijective linear map which sends normal elements to normal elements.
If A is not of type I2, then there is a nonzero number c, an algebra *-
isomorphism or an algebra *-antiisomorphism θ : A → B and a linear
functional f :A →C such that φ is of the form
φ(A)= cθ(A)+ f (A)I , A ∈A .
We shall apply the result above in the case of infinite von Neumann
factors and for this we also need the following lemma.
Lemma 6. Assume A is an infinite von Neumann factor. Then A is lin-
early generated by the set of its non-normal quasinormal elements.
Proof. Let P ∈A be a projection whose orthogonal complement I −P is
an infinite projection. Then we have a proper subprojection Q of I−P and
a partial isometry V ∈A such that V ∗V = I −P and V V ∗ =Q. Then one
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can easily check that P+V , P−V are non-normal quasinormal elements.
Observe that here P can in fact be replaced by any normal element A ∈A
with the property A = PAP . If I −P is finite, then P is infinite and hence,
by halving, it is the sum of two mutually orthogonal subprojections P ′,P ′′
which are equivalent to P and hence are infinite. From what we have al-
ready proved it follows that P ′+ (I −P ),P ′′− (I −P ) are linear combina-
tions of non-normal quasinormal elements. Therefore, every projection
is in the linear span of the set of non-normal quasinormal elements. It
is well-known that every element of a von Neumann factor is the finite
linear combination of projections (e.g., see [13]), hence the proof is com-
plete. 
To the next proposition we recall that by Lemma 2 any linear bijection
between von Neumann factors which commutes with a λ-Aluthge trans-
form preserves the quasinormal elements in both directions.
Proposition 7. Let A ,B be von Neumann factors and let φ :A →B be
a bijective linear map which sends quasinormal elements to quasinormal
elements. AssumingA is not of type I2, there is a nonzero complex number
c, an algebra *-isomorphism or an algebra *-antiisomorphism θ :A →B
and a linear functional f :A →C such that φ is of the form
φ(A)= cθ(A)+ f (A)I , A ∈A .
Assuming A is an infinite factor, we necessarily have that f = 0 and that
θ is an algebra *-isomorphism. Hence, in that case φ is a nonzero scalar
multiple of an algebra *-isomorphism.
Proof. By Proposition 4 φ sends normal elements to normal elements
and Theorem 5 applies. Thus we have that there is a nonzero complex
number c, an algebra *-isomorphism or an algebra *-antiisomorphism
θ :A →B and a linear functional f :A →C such that φ is of the form
φ(A)= cθ(A)+ f (A)I , A ∈A .
Assume now that A is an infinite factor. We first show that θ is not an
algebra *-antiisomorphism. Suppose, on the contrary, that it is an anti-
isomorphism. Since I ∈A is an infinite projection, it has a proper sub-
projection P which is equivalent to I . That means that we have a partial
isometry S ∈ A such that S∗S = I , SS∗ = P . Let µ = f (S)/c. Since S is
obviously quasinormal, it follows that
θ(S+µI )= θ(S)+µI = (1/c)φ(S)
is also quasinormal. Using the fact that θ is supposed to be an algebra
*-antiisomorphism, we deduce
(S+µI )(S+µI )∗(S+µI )= (S+µI )(S+µI )(S+µI )∗.
7One can easily calculate and infer that
SS∗S+µS∗S = SSS∗+µSS∗
implying S+µI = SP +µP . It follows S(I −P )=−µ(I −P ). Since SS∗ = P ,
the range of S equals the range of P . Therefore it follows that µ is nec-
essarily 0 from which we obtain S = SP . Multiplying by S∗ from the left
we get I = P , a contradiction. Therefore, it follows that θ is an algebra
*-isomomorphism.
We next show that f = 0. Setting ψ = (1/c)θ−1 ◦φ :A →A , it follows
that ψ is a bijective linear map which sends quasinormal elements to
quasinormal elements andψ(A)= A+g (A)I holds for every A ∈A , where
g = (1/c) f . Observe the following. If A ∈A is quasinormal and not nor-
mal, then g (A)= 0. Indeed, assume on the contrary that g (A) 6= 0. Using
the quasinormality ofψ(A) and Lemma 3, fromψ(A)= A+g (A)I we infer
that A is normal, a contradiction. Therefore g , and hence f too, vanishes
on non-normal quasinormal elements. By Lemma 6 we obtain that f = 0.
This completes the proof. 
Observe that the proposition above proves the necessity in the first
statement of our main result in the case of infinite factors. As for the fi-
nite case, we need to take into consideration also the fact (see Lemma 2
again) that if a linear bijection commutes with a λ-Aluthge transform,
then it preserves the square-zero operators in both directions.
In the proposition below, Tr stands for the unique normalized trace in
a finite factor.
Proposition 8. LetA ,B be von Neumann factors and assume thatA is fi-
nite and not of type I2. Letφ :A →B be a bijective linear map which sends
quasinormal elements to quasinormal elements and preserves square-zero
elements in both directions. Then there are scalars c,d ∈ C, c 6= 0 and an
algebra *-isomorphism or an algebra *-antiisomorphism θ :A →B such
that φ is of the form
φ(A)= cθ(A)+d Tr(A)I , A ∈A .
Proof. By Proposition 7 we have a nonzero scalar c, an algebra *-
isomorphism or an algebra *-antiisomorphism θ : A →B and a linear
functional f :A →C such that φ is of the form
(6) φ(A)= cθ(A)+ f (A)I , A ∈A .
In particular, it follows thatA andB are *-isomorphic or *-antiisomorphic
to each other which means thatA andB are of the same type.
We need to show that f is a scalar multiple of the trace. We assert
that f vanishes on the set of all square-zero elements of A . Indeed,
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for any A ∈ A with A2 = 0 we have that φ(A),cθ(A) are square-zero el-
ements of B. From squaring the equation displayed in (6) we deduce
f (A)(2cθ(A)+ f (A)I ) = 0. Assuming f (A) is not zero, we have that θ(A)
is a scalar multiple of the identity which implies that so is A. Since A
is square-zero, we get A = 0 and this contradicts f (A) 6= 0. Therefore,
f (A)= 0 holds for every square-zero A ∈A .
We claim that in any finite von Neumann factor, the linear span of the
square-zero elements equals the kernel of the trace functional. Indeed,
in the case of factors of type II1 we argue as follows. By Theorem 3 in [21],
the linear span of square-zero elements coincides with the linear span of
commutators. On the other hand, it was proved in [11] (cf. the introduc-
tion in [13]) that every trace-zero element is the sum of 10 commutators.
This clearly implies our claim. If A is a finite factor of type I, then A is
isomorphic to the algebra of all n by n matrices and our claim is well-
known to be true, see, e.g., the introduction in [8].
Therefore, we have kerTr⊂ ker f implying that f is a scalar multiple of
Tr and the proof is complete. 
We are now in a position to present the proof of our main result.
Proof of Theorem 1. Let us agree that in the case of matrix algebras, Tr
denotes the usual trace functional, while in the case of type II1 factors, Tr
stands for the unique normalized trace.
We begin with the case where A is of type I2. Since the factors A ,B
must have the same linear dimension,B is necessarily of the same type,
so we can assume that A =B = M2(C). Let φ : M2(C) → M2(C) be a bi-
jective linear transformation which commutes with the λ-Aluthge trans-
form, i.e., φ satisfies (1) for some scalar 0<λ≤ 1.
By Lemma 2 we know thatφnecessarily preserves the quasinormal ele-
ments and hence, by Proposition 4,φ(I ) is a scalar multiple of the identity
and φ sends normal elements to normal elements.
Again, using Lemma 2 we deduce that φ preserves the square-zero
matrices in both directions and hence maps their linear span, i.e., the
space of traceless matrices onto itself. The structure of all linear bijec-
tions on that space which preserve square-zero matrices is known due to
the result Theorem 1 of Šemrl [22]. It implies that there are a nonzero
scalar c and a nonsingular matrix T ∈ M2(C) such that either we have
φ : A 7→ cT AT−1 or we have φ : A 7→ cT At T−1 on the subspace of all trace-
less matrices. In the first case we deduce
φ(A)− ((Tr A)/2)φ(I )=φ(A− ((Tr A)/2)I )
= cT (A− ((Tr A)/2)I )T−1 = cT AT−1− ((c Tr A)/2)I
9i.e.,φ(A)= cT AT−1+d(Tr A)I , A ∈M2(C) for some scalar d . In the second
case we similarly have φ(A) = cT At T−1 +d(Tr A)I , A ∈ M2(C) for some
scalar d .
As already mentioned, from Proposition 4 we learn that φ sends nor-
mal matrices to normal matrices meaning that T AT ∗ (or T At T ∗) is nor-
mal for every normal matrix A. One can easily check that the nonsingular
matrix T is necessarily a scalar multiple of a unitary. Since nonzero scalar
multiples of algebra *-isomorphisms commute with anyλ-Aluthge trans-
form, it follows that without serious loss of generality we can assume that
φ is either of the form
(7) φ(A)= A+d(Tr A)I , A ∈M2(C),
or of the form
(8) φ(A)= At +d(Tr A)I , A ∈M2(C),
where d is a complex number. We claim that in the first case we neces-
sarily have d = 0, while in the second one it follows that d =−1.
To verify this, we will need a formula for the λ-Aluthge transform of a
rank-one element of M2(C). Let x, y ∈ C2 be nonzero vectors such that
||y || = 1 and define A = x y∗, where y∗ denotes the conjugate transpose of
the column vector y . Then
(9) ∆λ(A)= 〈x, y〉y y∗.
Indeed, on the one hand we compute A∗A = ||x||2 y y∗ yielding that for
any number a > 0 we have |A|a = ||x||a y y∗. On the other hand, one
can check that the partial isometry in the polar decomposition of A is
||x||−1x y∗ and then by the definition of∆λ the equation (9) follows easily.
Now we are going to show that in both cases (7), (8) we have d ∈ {−1,0}.
To see this, suppose first that we have (7) and assume on the contrary
that d ∉ {−1,0}. Let x, y ∈ C2 be linearly independent unit vectors which
are not orthogonal to each other and set A = x y∗. Then
(10) φ(A)= x y∗+d〈x, y〉I
and, since the spectrum of x y∗ is {0,〈x, y〉}, it implies the invertibility of
φ(A). Let T ∈ M2(C) be any nonsingular matrix. In this case the partial
isometry in the polar decomposition of T is T |T |−1 and therefore we get
that
(11) ∆λ(T )= |T |λT |T |−λ.
On the one hand, we deduce that there is an invertible self-adjoint matrix
S ∈M2(C) such that ∆λ(φ(A))= Sφ(A)S−1 and thus by (10) we have
∆λ(φ(A))= (Sx)(S−1 y)∗+d〈x, y〉I .
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On the other hand, referring to (9) one has ∆λ(A)= 〈x, y〉y y∗ and hence
φ(∆λ(A))= 〈x, y〉y y∗+d〈x, y〉I .
Sinceφ commutes with theλ-Aluthge transform, we infer that (Sx)(S−1 y)∗ =
〈x, y〉y y∗ which gives us that Sx, 〈x, y〉y , resp. S−1 y, y are scalar multiples
of each other. It follows that Sx,Sy are in the subspace ofC2 generated by
y which contradicts the linear independence of x, y . Consequently, we
must have d ∈ {−1,0}. One can apply a similar argument in the case (8) to
verify that d ∈ {−1,0} holds again.
In the next part we show that if φ is of the form (7), then we necessarily
have d = 0 while if φ is of the form (8) we must have d =−1.
If φ is of the form (8) and d = 0, one can easily see that φ does not
preserve the λ-Aluthge transform by considering x, y unit vectors in C2
which are not orthogonal and x, y are linearly independent ( denotes
conjugation).
Assume now that φ is of the form (7) and d = −1. Let x, y ∈ C2 be lin-
early independent unit vectors which are not orthogonal to each other
and set A = x y∗. We will use the following notation. For u = (u1,u2) ∈C2
let u⊥ = (u2,−u1). Clearly, u⊥⊥u and ||u⊥|| = ||u||. Using this notation, it
is easy to see that φ(A)= (〈x⊥, y〉x−〈x, y〉x⊥)(x⊥)∗ yielding that
∆λ(φ(A))=−〈x, y〉x⊥
(
x⊥
)∗ = 〈x, y〉(xx∗− I ).
On the other hand, we compute
φ(∆λ(A))= 〈x, y〉y y∗−〈x, y〉I = 〈x, y〉(y y∗− I )
and then it follows that∆λ(φ(A)) 6=φ(∆λ(A)). This completes the proof of
the necessity part of Theorem 1 in the type I2 case.
Let us now turn to the sufficiency. We need only to show that both the
identity A 7→ A and the transformation A 7→ A − (Tr A)I commute with
any λ-Aluthge transform. Concerning the identity, there is nothing to be
proven. So consider the map
φ(A)= At − (Tr A)I , A ∈M2(C).
Clearly, this is a bijective linear transformation on M2(C) and we evi-
dently have ∆λ(φ(0)) = φ(∆λ(0)). Let A ∈ M2(C) be a matrix of rank 1.
There are nonzero vectors x, y ∈ C2 such that A = x y∗ and ||y || = 1. In a
similar way as above, we can compute and check
∆λ(φ(A))=φ(∆λ(A))= 〈x, y〉(y y t − I ).
So it remains to verify that ∆λ(φ(A)) = φ(∆λ(A)) holds for any invertible
matrix A ∈ M2(C). Using singular value decomposition, we deduce that
any such matrix is unitarily similar to a matrix of the form U D where
D ∈ M2(C) is a nonsingular diagonal matrix and U ∈ M2(C) is unitary.
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It is clear that those products are exactly the matrices A ∈ M2(C) whose
column vectors are nonzero and mutually orthogonal which yields that
they are precisely the elements of M2(C) with columns y,αy⊥, where
y ∈ C2, α ∈ C are nonzero. Let A ∈ M2(C) be such a matrix, i.e., assume
that we have numbers y1, y2,α ∈C for which
(12) A =
(
y1 αy2
y2 −αy1
)
and α 6= 0,(y1, y2) 6= (0,0). On the one hand, since A∗A is diagonal, using
the formula (11) we easily compute
φ(∆λ(A))=
(
αy1 |α|λy2
α|α|−λy2 −y1
)
.
On the other hand,
φ(A)=
(
αy1 y2
αy2 −y1
)
and hence φ(A) is invertible and φ(A)∗φ(A) is diagonal. So, similarly
as above, we can determine ∆λ(φ(A)) and conclude that φ(∆λ(A)) =
∆λ(φ(A)). Since any invertible element of M2(C) is unitary similar to a
matrix of the form (12), we deduce that the equality φ(∆λ(A))=∆λ(φ(A))
holds for all nonsingular matrices A ∈ M2(C). This completes the suffi-
ciency part of our main statement in the case of type I2 algebras.
The statement of the theorem in the case whereA is an infinite factor
follows from Proposition 7.
It remains to consider the necessity part of the theorem in the cases
where A is of one of the types II1 or In , n ≥ 3. Let φ : A → B be a
bijective linear transformation which satisfies (1). By Proposition 8 we
have that there are scalars c,d ∈ C, c 6= 0 and an algebra *-isomorphism
or an algebra *-antiisomorphism θ : A →B such that φ is of the form
φ(A)= cθ(A)+d Tr(A)I , A ∈A . As already mentioned several times, mul-
tiplication by a nonnegative scalar commutes with any λ-Aluthge trans-
form, so we may and do assume that c = 1, i.e., that we have
(13) φ(A)= θ(A)+d Tr(A)I , A ∈A .
We show that d = 0 and θ is an algebra *-isomorphism.
It has also been mentioned that, since there is an algebra *-isomorphism
or an algebra *-antiisomorphism betweenA andB, they are of the same
type. So, in the type I case we may assume that A = B = Mn(C) with
n ≥ 3. Using the well-known structure of algebra *-isomorphisms and al-
gebra *-antiisomorphisms of the full matrix algebra, we may assume that
φ is either of the form
φ(A)= A+d(Tr A)I , A ∈Mn(C),
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or of the form
φ(A)= At +d(Tr A)I , A ∈Mn(C).
It requires only elementary reasoning to see that since φ commutes with
the λ-Aluthge transform, it implies that the corresponding map A 7→
A+d(Tr A)I or A 7→ At +d(Tr A)I of the variable A ∈ M2(C) necessarily
commutes with the λ-Aluthge transform, too. By the first part of the
proof this gives us that in the first case we have d = 0 meaning that φ
is the identity while in the second case we have d =−1 meaning that the
transformation A 7→ At − (Tr A)I on Mn(C) commutes with a λ-Aluthge
transform. In the first case we are done, so assume that we have the lat-
ter possibility. Then the square of the transformation A 7→ At − (Tr A)I
also commutes with the λ-Aluthge transform. This square is the map
A 7→ A+ (n−2)(Tr A)I . Again, considering it as a function of the variable
A ∈ M2(C) we obtain a transformation on M2(C) which commutes with
the λ-Aluthge transform. We already know that this can happen only if
n−2= 0, a contradiction. Therefore, it follows that the only bijective lin-
ear maps on Mn(C) which commute with theλ-Aluthge transform are the
nonzero scalar multiples of algebra *-automorphisms.
Finally, let us consider the case whereA and hence alsoB are of type
II1. Embed Mn(C) intoA by which we mean the following. Choose mutu-
ally equivalent pairwise orthogonal projections P1, . . . ,Pn inA with sum
I . Pick partial isometries Vi j with Vi j V ∗i j = Pi and V ∗i j Vi j = P j , i , j ∈
{1, . . . ,n}. Select one k0 from {1, . . . ,n} and define Ei j = Vi k0V ∗j k0 for all
i , j ∈ {1, . . . ,n}. Then the elements Ei j ∈A form a so-called collection of
matrix units corresponding to the system P1, . . . ,Pn which means that the
Ei j ’s are partial isometries satisfying the following relations: Ei j E∗i j = Pi ,
E∗i j Ei j = P j , Ei i = Pi , E∗i j = E j i , Ei j Ekl = δ j k Ei l for all i , j ,k, l ∈ {1, . . . ,n},
where δ j k is the Kronecker symbol. It is apparent that
ι : (λi j )i j 7→
∑
i , j
λi j Ei j
defines an algebra *-isomorphism from Mn(C) onto the von Neumann
subalgebraAn ofA generated by those matrix units. We have two possi-
bilities for θ. Assume first that it is an algebra *-isomorphism. Then the
elements Qi = θ(Pi ) are mutually equivalent pairwise orthogonal pro-
jections with sum I and corresponding matrix units Fi j = θ(Ei j ), i , j ∈
{1, . . . ,n}. Let the generated von Neumann subalgebra of B be denoted
byBn . Define
κ :
∑
i , j
λi j Fi j 7→ (λi j )i j
for all (λi j )i j ∈ Mn(C). Since any *-algebra isomorphism between von
Neumann algebras commute with the λ-Aluthge transform, we obtain
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that the linear bijection ψ = κ ◦φ|An ◦ ι also has this property. Assuming
n ≥ 3, it follows that this transformation is a nonzero scalar multiple of
an algebra *-isomorphism. On the other hand, by (13) we have ψ(I ) =
(1+d)I which implies that the corresponding scalar is necessarily 1+d .
We deduce that
A 7→ 1
1+d (θ(A)+d(Tr A)I )
is an algebra *-isomorphism on An . In particular, the image of P1 is a
projection. Simple computation using TrP1 = 1/n shows that this can
happen in the case n ≥ 3 only if d = 0.
Assume now that θ is an algebra *-antiisomorphism. Define Qi = θ(Pi )
and Fi j = θ(Ei j )∗ = θ(E j i ), i , j ∈ {1, . . . ,n}. Clearly the Fi j ’s form a system
of matrix units corresponding to the collection Q1, . . . ,Qn of mutually or-
thogonal pairwise equivalent projections with sum I . Let the generated
von Neumann subalgebra of B be denoted by B′n . Again, the transfor-
mation ψ = κ ◦φ|An ◦ ι (here κ is defined on B′n) commutes with the λ-
Aluthge transform and, consequently, it is a nonzero scalar multiple of
an algebra *-isomorphism. As above, we obtain that this scalar is 1+d
and then deduce that d = 0. We then arrive to the contradiction that, on
the one hand, ψ is an algebra *-isomorphism while, on the other hand, θ
is an algebra *-antiisomorphism.
This completes the proof of our main theorem. 
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